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Abstract. The existence of unpredictable motions in systems of quasilinear differential equa-
tions with hyperbolic linear part is rigorously proved. We make use of the topology of uniform
convergence on compact sets and the contraction mapping principle to prove the existence of un-
predictable motions. Appropriate examples with simulations that support the theoretical results
are provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

A special type of Poisson stable trajectory called an unpredictable trajectory, which
leads to Poincaré chaos in the quasi-minimal set, was introduced in the paper [1].
Moreover, the papers [2]-[4] were concerned with the unpredictable solutions of
various types of quasilinear differential equations in which the matrix of coefficients
admits eigenvalues all with negative linear part. In this study, we deal with the un-
predictable solutions of quasilinear differential equations with hyperbolic linear part
such that the matrix of coefficients admits eigenvalues both with negative and positive
real parts.

Being based on the existence of only one special type of Poisson stable trajectory,
the confirmation of the presence of Poincaré chaos is easier compared to the other
chaos types [5, 8, 9] since their definitions require the interaction of infinitely many
motions such as sensitivity and the existence of a dense set of infinitely many unstable
periodic motions embedded in the chaotic attractor. Therefore, it can be accepted that
Poincaré chaos is more advantageous from the applications point of view.

Throughout the paper the Euclidean norm for vectors and the norm induced by the
Euclidean norm for square matrices will be utilized.

The definition of an unpredictable function is as follows [4].

Definition 1. A uniformly continuous and bounded function #.t/ W R! Rp is
unpredictable if there exist positive numbers �0, � and sequences ftng, fung both of
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which diverge to infinity such that k#.t C tn/�#.t/k ! 0 as n!1 uniformly on
compact subsets of R and k#.tC tn/�#.t/k � �0 for each t 2 Œun��;unC�� and
n 2N.

For the convenience of our discussions, we will call the convergence of the func-
tion’s shift on compact subsets of R in Definition 1 as Poisson stability and the exist-
ence of the number �0 as unpredictability property of the function. Thus, a function
is unpredictable, if it is Poisson stable and admits the unpredictability property.

Compared to the paper [4], we simplified the proof for the unpredictability prop-
erty in the present study, and this increases the novelty as well as the applicability of
the results.

The main object of the present paper is the system of quasilinear differential equa-
tions

x0.t/D Ax.t/Cf .x.t//Cg.t/; (1.1)

where x.t/2Rp; p is a fixed natural number, the function f WRp!Rp is continuous
in all of its arguments, f .0;0; : : : ;0/D .0;0; : : : ;0/, g W R! Rp is a uniformly con-
tinuous and bounded function, and all eigenvalues of the constant matrix A 2 Rp�p

have nonzero real parts. We assume that<e.�i / < 0; i D 1;2; : : : ;q; and<e.�i / > 0;
i D qC1; : : : ;p; where 1� q < p; �i ; i D 1;2; : : : ;p; are the eigenvalues of the mat-
rix A, and <e.�i / denotes the real part of the eigenvalue �i .

Our purpose is to prove that system (1.1) possesses a unique unpredictable solu-
tion, provided that the function g.t/ is unpredictable in accordance with Definition
1 and the solution is uniformly globally exponentially stable if all eigenvalues of the
matrix A have negative real parts. According to the results of paper [1], the existence
of an unpredictable solution implies Poincaré chaos in the dynamics.

The following condition on system (1.1) is required.
(C1) There exists a positive number Lf such that kf .x1/�f .x2/k

� Lf kx1�x2k for all x1;x2 2 Rp.
It is known that one can find a regular p�p matrix B such that the transformation

x D By reduces system (1.1) to the system

y0.t/D Cy.t/CF.y/CG.t/; (1.2)

where C D B�1AB , F.y/ D B�1f .By/, and G.t/ D B�1g.t/. In system (1.2),
the matrix C is of the form diag.C�;CC/; where the eigenvalues of the q�q matrix
C� and .p�q/� .p�q/ CC respectively have negative and positive real parts. Let
us denote F.y/ D .F�.y/;FC.y// and G.t/ D .G�.t/;GC.t//, where the vector-
functions F� and G� are of dimension q and the vector-functions FC and GC are of
dimension p�q.

It can be verified that F.0;0; : : : ;0/ D .0;0; : : : ;0/ 2 Rp and the function F is
Lipschitzian with the Lipschitz constant

LF D kBk
B�1Lf ;
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under the condition .C1/, that is, kF.y1/�F.y2/k � LF ky1�y2k for all y1;y2 2
Rp. Moreover, according to Corollary 5.1 [3], the function G.t/ is unpredictable if
and only if g.t/ is unpredictable.

In the next section, the main result of the paper is formulated for system (1.2) and
interpreted for system (1.1).

2. MAIN RESULT

One can confirm that there exist numbers K � 1 and ˛ > 0 such that keC�tk �
Ke�˛t for all t � 0 and keCCtk �Ke˛t for all t � 0:

The following condition is required.

(C2) ˛�2KLF > 0:
According to the theory of differential equations [6,7], a function '.t/D .'�.t/;'C.t//

which is bounded on the whole real axis is a solution of sytem (1.2) if and only if it
satisfies the equations

'�.t/D

Z t

�1

eC�.t�s/ŒF�.'.s//CG�.s/�ds;

'C.t/D�

Z 1
t

eCC.t�s/ŒFC.'.s//CGC.s/�ds:

(2.1)

Let us denote

H D
2K

B�1Mg

˛�2KLF
; (2.2)

where Mg D sup
t2R
kg.t/k.

The number H defined by (2.2) will be used in the following lemma, which is
concerned with the existence and uniqueness of Poisson stable solution of system
(1.1).

Lemma 1. Suppose that the conditions .C1/ and .C2/ are valid. If the function
g.t/ is Poisson stable, then system (1.1) possesses a unique Poisson stable solution
!.t/ such that sup

t2R
k!.t/k � kBkH .

Proof. In the proof, we will show that system (1.2) possesses a unique Poisson
stable solution by using the contraction mapping principle, and this implies the exist-
ence of a unique Poisson stable solution of system (1.1).

Because the function g.t/ is Poisson stable, there exists a sequence ftng, tn!1
as n!1, such that kg.tC tn/�g.t/k ! 0 as n!1 uniformly on each compact
subset of R.

Let U be the set of all uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded functions
 .t/ W R! Rp such that k k0 � H , where the norm k:k0 is defined by k k0 D
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sup
t2R
k .t/k, and k .tC tn/� .t/k! 0 as n!1 uniformly on each compact sub-

set of R.
Define an operator ˘ on U through the equations

˘� .t/D

Z t

�1

eC�.t�s/ŒF�. .s//CG�.s/�ds

and

˘C .t/D�

Z 1
t

eCC.t�s/ŒFC. .s//CGC.s/�ds

such that ˘ .t/D .˘� .t/;˘C .t//.
First of all, we will show that ˘.U / � U . Fix an arbitrary function  .t/ that

belongs to U . For all t 2 R, we have

k˘� .t/k �

Z t

�1

eC�.t�s/kF�. .s//CG�.s/kds
�

Z t

�1

K
�
LF k .s/kC

B�1Mg

�
e�˛.t�s/ds �

1

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
and

k˘C .t/k �

Z 1
t

eCC.t�s/kFC. .s//CGC.s/kds
�

Z 1
t

K
�
LF k .s/kC

B�1Mg

�
e˛.t�s/ds �

1

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
Therefore, k˘ k0 �

2

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
DH .

Now, let us fix an arbitrary positive number � and a compact subset Œa;b� of R,
where b > a. Suppose that a0 and b0 are numbers satisfying a0 < a, b0 > b such that
the inequalities

2

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
e�˛.a�a0/ <

�

4
; (2.3)

2

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
e˛.b�b0/ <

�

4
(2.4)

are valid, and let  be a number such that

 >
4K

�
LF C

B�1�
˛

:

There exists a natural number n0 such that if n� n0, then kg.tC tn/�g.t/k<
�



and k .tC tn/� .t/k<
�


for all t 2 Œa0;b0�.

Therefore, one can verify for n� n0 and t 2 Œa0;b0� that
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k˘� .tC tn/�˘� .t/k

�

Z a0

�1

eC�.t�s/.kF�. .sC tn//�F�. .s//kCkG�.sC tn/�G�.s/k/ds
C

Z t

a0

eC�.t�s/.kF�. .sC tn//�F�. .s//kCkG�.sC tn/�G�.s/k/ds
�
2

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
e�˛.t�a0/C

�

˛
K
�
LF C

B�1��1� e�˛.t�a0/
�

and

k˘C .tC tn/�˘C .t/k

�

Z 1
b0

eCC.t�s/.kFC. .sC tn//�FC. .s//kCkGC.sC tn/�GC.s/k/ds
C

Z b0

t

eCC.t�s/.kFC. .sC tn//�FC. .s//kCkGC.sC tn/�GC.s/k/ds
�
2

˛
K
�
LFH C

B�1Mg

�
e˛.t�b0/C

�

˛
K
�
LF C

B�1��1� e˛.t�b0/
�
:

Now, using the inequalities (2.3) and (2.4), one can obtain for t 2 Œa;b� that

k˘� .tC tn/�˘� .t/k<
�

2

and
k˘C .tC tn/�˘C .t/k<

�

2
provided that n� n0. Hence, if n� n0, then the inequality k˘ .tC tn/�˘ .t/k<
� is valid for all t 2 Œa;b�, and therefore, k˘ .tC tn/�˘ .t/k ! 0 uniformly as
n!1 on each compact subset of R.

Additionally, it can be shown that ˘ .t/ is uniformly continuous since its deriv-
ative is bounded. Thus, ˘.U /� U .

Next, we will show that the operator ˘ W U ! U is contractive. Let  1.t/ and
 2.t/ be functions in U . Then, we have that

k˘� 1.t/�˘� 2.t/k

�

Z t

�1

eC�.t�s/kF� . 1.s//�F� . 2.s//kds � KLF
˛
k 1� 2k0

and

k˘C 1.t/�˘C 2.t/k

�

Z 1
t

eCC.t�s/kFC . 1.s//�FC . 2.s//kds � KLF
˛
k 1� 2k0 :
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Therefore, the inequality k˘ 1�˘ 2k0 �
2KLF

˛
k 1� 2k0 holds, and it im-

plies that the operator ˘ W U ! U is contractive.
Thus, system (1.2) possesses a unique Poisson stable solution �.t/, and consequently,

!.t/ D B�.t/ is the unique Poisson stable solution of system (1.1). Moreover, we
have sup

t2R
k!.t/k � kBkH , since sup

t2R
k�.t/k �H . �

The next theorem is concerned with the unpredictable solution of system (1.1).

Theorem 1. Suppose that conditions .C1/ and .C2/ are valid. If the function
g.t/ is unpredictable, then system (1.1) possesses a unique unpredictable solution.
Moreover, the unpredictable solution is uniformly globally exponentially stable if all
eigenvalues of the matrix A have negative real parts.

Proof. According to Lemma 1, system (1.1) possesses a unique Poisson stable
solution !.t/. Therefore, to prove that system (1.1) possesses a unique unpredictable
solution, it remains to show that !.t/ admits the unpredictability property.

Since g.t/ is an unpredictable function, there exist positive numbers �0, � and
sequences ftng, fung both of which diverge to infinity such that kg.tC tn/�g.t/k �
�0 for each t 2 Œun��;unC�� and n 2N.

Assume that inf
n
k!.unC tn/�!.un/k D 0: This contradicts to the equation

!.tC tn/�!.t/D !.unC tn/�!.un/C

Z t

un

A.!.sC tn/�!.s//ds

C

Z t

un

.f .!.sC tn//�f .!.s//dsC

Z t

un

.g.sC tn/�g.s//ds;

since at least one coordinate of g.sC tn/�g.s/ is separated from 0 so that the norm
of the last integral is separated from 0, and the norms of the other terms tend to zero
as n!1 for each fixed t from the interval Œun��;unC��: Therefore, we have that

inf
n
k!.unC tn/�!.un/k D 2�0

for some positive number �0.
Now, fix a positive number � such that

�
�
kAkkBkH CkBkHLf CMg

�
�
�0

2
;

where H is the number defined by (2.2). Using the inequality

k!.tC tn/�!.t/k � k!.unC tn/�!.un/k�

ˇ̌̌̌Z t

un

kAkk!.sC tn/�!.s/kds

ˇ̌̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌̌Z t

un

kf .!.sC tn//�f .!.s/kds

ˇ̌̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌̌Z t

un

kg.sC tn/�g.s/kds

ˇ̌̌̌
;
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one can obtain for t 2 Œun��;unC�� that

k!.tC tn/�!.t/k � 2�0�2�
�
kAkkBkH CkBkHLf CMg

�
� �0:

Hence, the solution !.t/ is unpredictable.
On the other hand, one can show in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 4.1

[2] that if all eigenvalues of the matrix A have negative real parts, then the unpre-
dictable solution of system (1.1) is uniformly globally exponentially stable under the
condition .C2/. �

The following two lemmas, which will be utilized in the Section 3, increases the
applicability of our results.

Lemma 2. Suppose that �.t/ W R! Rp is an unpredictable function and �.t/ W
R! Rp is a continuous and periodic function. Then the function �.t/C �.t/ is
unpredictable.

Proof. Because the function �.t/ is unpredictable there exist positive numbers �0,
� and sequences ftng, fung both of which diverge to infinity such that k�.t C tn/�
�.t/k! 0 as n!1 uniformly on compact subsets of R and k�.tC tn/��.t/k� �0
for each t 2 Œun��;unC�� and n 2N. Let us denote h.t/D �.t/C �.t/.

Due to the periodicity of �.t/, there exists a subsequence of ftng (we will assume
without loss of generality that it is the sequence ftng itself) such that k�.tC tn/� �.t/k
! 0 uniformly on the real axis. Hence, kh.tC tn/�h.t/k! 0 uniformly as n!1
on compact subsets of R. Again, because of the periodicity, one can find a sub-
sequence of fung ; let us say the sequence itself, such that k�.tC tn/� �.t/k < �0=2
if t 2 Œun��;unC��: Thus, kh.tC tn/�h.t/k � k�.tC tn/��.t/k�k�.tC tn/�
�.t/k> �0� �0=2D �0=2 for t 2 Œun��;unC��. �

Lemma 3. Suppose that �.t/ W R! R is an unpredictable function. Then the
function �3.t/ is unpredictable.

Proof. One can find numbers �0>0, � > 0 and sequences ftng, fung both of which
diverge to infinity such that k�.tC tn/��.t/k! 0 as n!1 uniformly on compact
subsets of R and k�.tC tn/��.t/k � �0 for each t 2 Œun��;unC�� and n2N. The
proof for the Poisson stability of �3.t/ is trivial, since it follows from the uniform
continuity of the cubic function on a compact set.

Fix a natural number n. To prove the unpredictability property, it is sufficient to
show for t 2 Œun � �;unC �� that k�.t C tn/� �.t/k � �0 implies k�3.t C tn/�
�3.t/k � �.�0/ for some positive number �.�0/. We have that

j�3.tC tn/��
3.t/j D

1

2
j�.tC tn/��.t/jŒ�

2.tC tn/C�
2.t/

C.�.tC tn/C�.t//
2��

�
�2.tC tn/C�

2.t/
� �0
2
:
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Consider the function F.a;b/D a2Cb2 for ja�bj � �0: The minimum of F occurs
at the points .a;b/ with jaj D jbj D �0=2: Therefore, j�3.tC tn/��3.t/j � �30=4 for
t 2 Œun��;unC��. �

3. EXAMPLES

One of the possible ways to confirm the presence of chaos is through simulations.
The concept of unpredictable solutions maintain the series of oscillations, but from
the other side the chaos accompanies unpredictability. Consequently, we can look for
a confirmation of the results for unpredictability observing irregularity in simulations.
The approach is effective for asymptotically stable unpredictable solutions, and it is
just illustrative for hyperbolic systems with unstable solutions. In the latter case we
rely on the fact that any solution becomes unpredictable ultimately.

In the following examples we will utilize the function �.t/ W R! R defined by

�.t/D

Z t

�1

e�2.t�s/˝.s/ds; (3.1)

which was discussed in paper [4]. In (3.1), the function˝.t/ is defined by˝.t/D i
for t 2 Œi; iC1/; i 2Z; where f ig; i 2Z; is an unpredictable solution of the logistic
map

�iC1 D 3:91�i .1��i / (3.2)
inside the unit interval Œ0;1�: The function �.t/ is bounded on the whole real axis
such that sup

t2R
j�.t/j � 1=2, and it is uniformly continuous since its derivative is

bounded. It was proven in paper [4] that �.t/ is an unpredictable function.

Example 1. Consider the system

x01 D�3x1C2x2�0:01x
3
2C8�.t/�0:2sin.3t/

x02 D x1�2x2C0:05x
2
1 �5�.t/C3cos.3t/

(3.3)

where �.t/ is the unpredictable function defined by (3.1). The eigenvalues of the
matrix of coefficients of system (3.3) are �1 and �3. One can confirm by means
of Lemma 2 that the perturbation function .8�.t/�0:2sin.3t/;�5�.t/C3cos.3t//
is unpredictable. According to Theorem 1, there is a unique asymptotically stable
unpredictable solution .'1.t/;'2.t// of system (3.3). Consequently, any solution of
the equation behaves irregularly ultimately. This is seen from the simulation of the
solution with x1.0/D 1;18, x2.0/D 1;01 in Figures 1 and 2.
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FIGURE 1. The time series of the x1 and x2 coordinates of system
(3.3) with the initial conditions x1.0/ D 1;18; x2.0/ D 1;01. The
figure manifests the irregular behavior of the system.
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FIGURE 2. The irregular trajectory of system (3.3). The initial data
x1.0/D 1;18; x2.0/D 1;01 are utilized in the simulation.
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The next example is devoted to a system with hyperbolic linear part such that the
matrix of coefficients admit both positive and negative eigenvalues.

Example 2. Let us take into account the system

y01 D 4y1�0:21y
3
2 �2'

3
2.t/

y02 D 7y1�6y2�0:14y
2
1C3'

3
1.t/;

(3.4)

where .'1.t/;'2.t// is the unpredictable solution of system (3.3). One can confirm
that the function .�2'32.t/;3'

3
1.t// used as perturbation in system (3.4) is unpre-

dictable in accordance with Lemma 3, and therefore, the system possesses a unique
unpredictable solution by Theorem 1. The simulation results for system (3.4) corres-
ponding to the initial conditions y1.0/D 0 and y2.0/D 0 are shown in Figures 3 and
4. Both of the figures reveal the irregular behavior system (3.4).
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FIGURE 3. The time series for the y1 and y2 coordinates of system
(3.4) with the initial conditions y1.0/ D 0; y2.0/ D 0: The irregu-
lar behavior of the solution reveals the presence of an unpredictable
solution in the dynamics of (3.4).
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FIGURE 4. The trajectory of the solution of system (3.4). One can
observe the irregular behavior of the system in the figure.
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